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About This Game

Turba provides a gameplay experience unlike any you have encountered before. Load in music from your PC and combo blocks
to your favorite tunes in this unique new twist on 5d3b920ae0
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dahh durr lets make a puzzle game based primarily on rhythm when beat detection is still in its infancy. hurf durf dahhhhhh
sounds like a great plan fellow indie game designer. really sticking it to EA here, lmao. dahh. seriously tho the beat detection is
so ing awful that it's basically reduced to a puzzle game based on split-second reflexes with a built-in mp3 player.. The idea is
simple yet clever - a bejeweled-like game that lets you clear the board in the rhythm of your favourite music. Sounds like fun,
right? Well, it's not. The beat detection - a core part of this game mechanics - is totally screwed up which makes it pretty much
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unplayable. First time, I played for about an hour before I grew irritated enough to uninstall the game. Second time, I got
frustrated after a few songs. Third time, I didn't even manage to finish the first song. There will be no fourth time, I'm more
than sure.. I do not reccommend this game. The idea for this game was great, the features promised was nice, but in the end the
game didn't hold up to what it was offering. The play value was short, and honestly, you just lose your interest after awhile. If
you like music games I would rather recommend Audiosurf.. Never really seems to work correctly. When using music you're
familiar with, the beats never seem to be in the place you think they should. Otherwise, yet another score-chaser without any
additional goals.. Was expecting something similar to Lumines, or even Audiosurf. It just feels too rough around the edges and
amateurish. I know it's cheap, but so are a LOT of other, much more polished games.. Good concept, terrible execution. Beat
detection is a core gameplay element and is implemented so poorly that the game is often unplayable.. Generally, in rhythm-
based games that have so many of their mechanics based around detecting the beat of a song, you actually want the beat-
detection to detect the ever-important beat. When it fails to do this for virtually your entire library - detecting beats that don't
exist, consistently skipping beats in a chugging song that has an unchanging beat - and the mechanics of the game don't just
reward your attentiveness to the beat but actively punishes you for not keeping with the game's seemingly arbitrary measure of
where the beat of your song actually is, then it makes the game. .basically unplayable.. This game is one of those games where
I'd wish there was a neutral recommendation button. It's a fun game where the tiles fill the screen according to the tempo of the
song you play, but the beat-accuracy of this game is lacking. And since the difficulty of a song is related to it's tempo, having
poor accuracy makes for some odd play. It's a good game otherwise.. Never really seems to work correctly. When using music
you're familiar with, the beats never seem to be in the place you think they should. Otherwise, yet another score-chaser without
any additional goals.. It looked fun but it's not!
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